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METHANOGENIC GRANULES ARE REPLICATED, WHOLE MICROBIAL COMMUNITIES 1 

WITH REPRODUCIBLE RESPONSES TO ENVIRONMENTAL CUES 2 

 3 

Trego et al. Additional File 1 4 

 5 

Supplemental Materials and Methods:  6 

Anaerobic basal medium and stock solutions 7 

The anaerobic basal medium for each individual granule consisted of (in grams per 8 

litre of distilled water): KH2PO4, 0.27, K2HPO4, 0.27, trace metal solution (H3BO3, 0.05 9 

g, CoCl2.6H2O, 0.5 g, CuCl2.2H2O, 0.03 g, MnCl2.4H2O, 0.5 g, NaMo4.2H2O, 0.01 g, 10 

NiCl2.6H2O, 0.05 g, Na2SeO3, 0.05 g, ZnCl2, 0.05 g, in 1000ml of distilled water), 1 ml, 11 

trace element solution (NH4Cl, 132.5 g, MgCl2.2H2O, 25 g, CaCl2, 14.15 g, 12 

FeCl2.4H2O, 5 g, in 1000ml of distilled water), 4 ml and L-cysteine-HCl.H2O, 0.622. 13 

After boiling and sparging the medium with N2 gas, 3.05 g of NaHCO3 was added to 14 

the medium.  15 

 16 

Sterile stock solutions of a VFA mixture (acetic acid, 15 mM, propionic acid, 9 mM and 17 

butyric acid, 6 mM), acetate (30 mM), cellulose (0.0211g/l or 8.3 µM), glucose (0.2346 18 

g/l or 1.3 mM) and 2-bromoethanesulphanate (BES) (50 mM) were stored at 4°C for 19 

the duration of the trial. A trace metal solution (as described above but without 20 

CoCl2.6H2O) was made up for granules deprived of cobalt. Granules that were not 21 

deprived of cobalt had a Co concentration of 2.11µM. pHs were altered with 5M HCl 22 

to lower the solutions to pH 4 and with 8M NaOH to raise the solutions to pH 10 using 23 

a pH meter for reference (HI-207 Bench pH Meter, Hanna, UK). 24 

 25 
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16S rRNA PCR conditions 26 

The LightCycler 480 Probe Master kit (Roche Diagnostics) was used to prepare 20 µl 27 

reaction mixtures containing 2 µl of PCR-grade water, 1 µl of each primer (with a final 28 

concentration of 10 mM), 10 µl of 2x LightCycler® 480 Probes Master, and 5 µl of 29 

template DNA. The thermal cycling program (LightCycler 480 instrument, Roche, 30 

Mannheim, Germany), used for each reaction included pre-denaturation at 94°C for 31 

10 min, 45 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 10 s and simultaneous annealing and 32 

extension at 60°C for 30 s. All samples were analysed in duplicate. 33 

 34 

Bioinformatics 35 

Sickle v1.200 [1] was used to trim and filter paired-end reads. This software used a 36 

sliding window technique and trimmed regions where the average base quality 37 

dropped below 20. Next, a length threshold of 10 bp was used to discard reads that 38 

fell below this length. BayesHammer [2] was applied from the Spades v2.5.0 39 

assembler, which error-corrected the paired-end reads. Following this, pandaseq 40 

v(2.4) was used to assemble the forward and reverse reads into a single sequence 41 

spanning the entire V3-V4 region with a minimum overlap of 20 bp. This provided 42 

consensus sequences for each sample. Recent work [3,4] has shown that this pipeline 43 

significantly reduces substitution rates (which is the primary type of error encountered 44 

in datasets generated by the Illumina MiSeq platform). 45 

 46 

Next, VSEARCH (v2.3.4) was used for OTU construction (the steps are documented 47 

at http://github.com/torognes/vsearch/wiki/VSEARCH-pipeline). First, all reads from 48 

each sample were pooled together while barcodes were added to keep track of from 49 

which sample the read originated. The reads were then de-replicated, sorted in order 50 
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of decreasing abundance, and singletons were discarded. Next, the reads were 51 

clustered based on 97% similarity, followed by removing clusters with chimeric models 52 

built from more abundant reads (--uchime_denovo option in vsearch). To remove any 53 

chimeras that may have been missed, particularly in the case that they had parents 54 

that were absent from the reads or were present in very low abundance, a reference-55 

based chimera filtering step (--uchime_ref option in vsearch) using a gold database 56 

(https://www.mothur.org/w/images/f/f1/Silva.gold.bacteria.zip) was applied. Finally, 57 

the OTU table was generated by matching the original barcoded reads against clean 58 

OTUs (a total of 3,873 OTUs for n=115 samples) at 97% similarity.  59 

 60 

The assign_taxonomy.py script from the Qiime workflow [5] was used to taxonomically 61 

classify the representative OTUs against the SILVA SSU Ref NR database release 62 

v123 database. Phylogenetic distances between OTUs were resolved using kalign 63 

v2.0.4 [6] as a multisequence alignment (options –gpo 11 –gpe 0.85). Following this, 64 

FastTree v2.1.7 [7] generated the phylogenetic tree in NEWICK format and biome files 65 

for the OTUs were generated by combining the abundance table with taxonomy 66 

information using make_otu_table.py from the Qiime workflow. 67 

 68 

Statistical analyses 69 

The vegan package [8] was used for alpha and beta diversity analyses. For alpha 70 

diversity measures we used: (i) rarefied richness – the estimated number of 71 

species/features in a rarefied sample (to minimum library size); (ii) Shannon entropy 72 

– a commonly used index to measure balance within a community; Non-metric 73 

multidimensional scaling (NMDS) plots of OTUs using three different distance 74 

measures were made using Vegan’s metamds() function: (1) Bray-Curtis, which is a 75 
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distance metric that considers only OTU abundance counts; (2) Unweighted Unifrac, 76 

which is a phylogenetic distance metric that calculates the distance between samples 77 

by taking the proportion of the sum of unshared branch lengths in the sum of all the 78 

branch lengths of the phylogenetic tree for the OTUs observed in two samples, and 79 

without taking into account their abundances; and (3) Weighted Unifrac, which is a 80 

phylogenetic distance metric combining phylogenetic distance with relative 81 

abundances. This places emphasis on dominant OTUs or taxa. Unifrac distances were 82 

calculated using the phyloseq package [9].  83 

 84 

To understand multivariate homogeneity of group dispersions (variances) between 85 

multiple conditions, Vegan's betadisper() function was used, in which the distances 86 

between objects and group centroids were handled by reducing the original distances 87 

(BrayCurtis, Unweighted Unifrac, or Weighted Unifrac) to principal coordinates and 88 

then performing ANOVA on them. Analysis of variance was performed using Vegan’s 89 

Adonis() against distance matrices (Bray-Curtis/Unweighted Unifrac/Weighted 90 

Unifrac). This function, refered to as PERMANOVA, fits linear models to distance 91 

matrices and used a permutation test with pseudo-F ratios.  92 

 93 

Phylogenetic distances within each sample were further characterised by calculating 94 

the nearest taxa index (NTI) and net relatedness index (NRI). This analysis helped 95 

determine whether the community structure was stochastic (i.e. driven by competition 96 

among taxa) or deterministic (i.e. driven by strong environmental pressure). The NTI 97 

was calculated using mntd() and ses.mntd(), and the mean phylogenetic diversity 98 

(MPD) and NRI were calculated using mpd() and ses.mpd() functions from the picante 99 

package [10]. NTI and NRI represent the negatives of the output from ses.mntd() and 100 
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ses.mpd(), respectively. Additionally, they quantify the number of standard deviations 101 

that separate the observed values from the mean of the null distribution (999 102 

randomisation using null.model-‘richness’ in the ses.mntd() and ses.mpd() functions 103 

and only considering taxa as either present or absent regardless of their relative 104 

abundance). The positive value of NTI indicates that species co-occur with more 105 

closely related species more than expected by chance, with negative values 106 

suggesting otherwise. NTI measures tip-level divergences (putting more emphasis on 107 

terminal clades and is akin to “local” clustering) in phylogeny while NRI measures 108 

deeper divergences (akin to “global” clustering or “clumpedness”). For both NTI and 109 

NRI, values > +2 indicate strong environmental pressure, and values < -2 indicate 110 

strong competition among species as the driver of community structure. Based upon 111 

the recommendations given by Stegen et al. [11] we used only the top 1,000 most 112 

abundant OTUs for the calculations.  113 

   114 

Sparse Projection to Latent Structure – Discriminant Analysis (sPLS-DA) was 115 

performed using the MixOmics package for R [12] for the single granule samples from 116 

the µSBR trial. This analysis constructed artificial latent components for predicted 117 

variables OTUs and response variables (categorical data matrix of different size 118 

fractions) by factoring these matrices into scores and loading vectors in a new space 119 

to achieve a maximum covariance between the scores of these two matrices. The 120 

loading vectors (with piece-wise coefficient for each OTU) were constructed so that 121 

the coefficients indicate the importance of each variable to define the component. Any 122 

non-zero coefficients for the loading vectors indicate genera that very significantly 123 

between the categories and are deemed discriminants. The OTU table was initially 124 

prefiltered by removing 1% of OTUs with low counts as based on author’s 125 
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recommendation given at http://mixomics.org/mixmc/pre-processing/. After this step, 126 

we normalised the OTU table using Total Sum Scaling (TSS) on the OTUs followed 127 

by Centered Log Ratio (CLR), collectively referred to as TSS+CLR normalisation, and 128 

before applying the splsda() function. The perf.plsda() and tune.splsda() functions 129 

were initially used to predict the number of latent components (associated loading 130 

vectors) and the number of discriminants by initializing the perf.plsda() procedure with 131 

the total number components to be the number of size fractions considered in this 132 

study and then retaining the first two components as the classification error rates were 133 

minimum for these (<10%) using the centroid distance matrix in the procedure. The 134 

tune.splsda() function was then initialized with two components and using 5-fold cross-135 

validation with 10 repeats (i.e. splitting the data into training and testing sets) identified 136 

the discriminant genera amongst the given environmental condition. In both 137 

procedures we considered two metrics for classification error rates: the overall error 138 

rates and the balanced error rates (BER). Balanced error rates are measured between 139 

the predicted latent variables and the centroid of the class labels (size fractions 140 

considered in the study). BER accounts for differences in the number of samples 141 

between different size fractions. The genera that were deemed to be discriminants in 142 

the sPLS-DA analysis were selected and further analysed by determining correlations 143 

with external parameters (environmental meta data) using Kendall rank correlation 144 

with P-values adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Benjamini-Hochberg 145 

correction [13].  146 

Additionally, a study-wise discriminant-out-based comparison of single granules from 147 

the three sludge sources, each separated into three size fractions. The Multivariate 148 

Integration (MINT) algorithm [12] was used, which is an extension of the multi-group 149 

Projection to Latent Structure (mgPLS), and attempts to find a common projection 150 
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space across all studies, defined on a small subset of discriminative variables which 151 

consistently discriminate the outcome classes. MINT combined 𝑀 = 4 datasets 152 

denoted 𝑋(&)(𝑁& × 𝑃), 𝑋(+)(𝑁+ × 𝑃),…, 𝑋(,)(𝑁, × 𝑃) for RL, RM, RN, and RS 153 

respectively, where all the datasets share the P genera whilst the number of samples 154 

differ, i.e., 𝑁&, 𝑁+ ,…,𝑁,. All studies associated dummy indicator outcome 𝑌(&), 𝑌(+),…, 155 

𝑌(,) in which all the emerging fractions (XS, S, M, L, and XL) are represented. MINT 156 

then solved the problem: max
./,1/

∑ 𝑁3cov(4
35& 𝑋6

(3)𝑎6, 𝑌6
(3)𝑏6), such that ‖𝑎6‖+ = 1 and 157 

‖𝑎6‖& ≤ 𝜆, where the covariance of scores between the datasets are maximised by 158 

identifying the global loading vectors 𝑎6 and 𝑏6 common to all studies. Here, ℎ 159 

represents the number of components (akin to PCA analysis). Since there is a sparsity 160 

control parameter 𝜆 in the above equation, adjusting it enforces shrinkage and any 161 

non-zero associated weights in the global loading vector 𝑎 are able to identify 162 

discriminant genera in a global sense between the outcome classes. The MINT 163 

algorithm was used on the genera according to recommendations given at 164 

http://www.mixomics.org where after pre-filtering 1% of the genera in lowest 165 

abundance, TSS+CLR (Total Sum Scaling followed by Centralised Log Ratio) 166 

normalisation was performed prior to the application of the MINT algorithm. Differential 167 

heat trees [14] were used to visualise differentially expressed taxa (using Wilcoxin p-168 

value test adjusted with multiple comparison) comparing different categories. 169 

 170 
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